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 Breast cancer is one of the most common cancers in the world that cause a lot 

of mortality. Early cancer detection is crucial to decrease morbidity and 

mortality rates worldwide. Effective treatment or early intervention is crucial 

before the disease becomes more incurable. This research contributes to 

proposing a THz imaging system for early cancer detection, especially breast 

cancer, by using the benefit of THz radiation. Some approaches are made 

differently from the previous research, such as the imaging method, the 

antenna type, and the material for the antenna with the expectation of 

producing an efficient system and better imaging results. The system consists 

of one microstrip antenna as a transmitter, 25 horn antenna as a receiver and 

a breast tissue model. All antenna is designed to meet the requirement 

specification. The receiver antenna will receive power from the transmitter 

which will vary due to the absorption of the breast model. The received power 

will be visualized into a 2D color image. The simulation was able to visualize 

an image of the breast tissue model. Received power varies from -16.280 dB 

to -55.241 dB which leads to different color levels to represent the model. 

Antenna radiation patterns also take a role to cause the phenomenon occurred 

that leads to differentiation of the breast tissue type. Based on the results, this 

research has able to simulate a THz imaging system for breast cancer. Further 

modification to the system can be done to improve the imaging results. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Cancer is one of the most common diseases in the world. The complexity of cancer causes a lot of 

mortality, with 18 million people affected and approximately 9.6 million people dead in 2018 [1], [2]. This fact 

makes cancer rank second as the fatal disease that leads to death. There are many types of cancer; one of the 

most common ones is breast cancer. Breast cancer ranks second as the most commonly occurring cancer and 

fifth as the most cancer mortality with 2.093 million cases and approximately 627 thousand cases that lead to 

death [3]. 

Early cancer detection is crucial to decrease morbidity and mortality rates worldwide. Effective treatment 

or even early intervention is crucial in this way before the disease becomes more incurable. The imaging 

technique is an important action in detecting the primary stage of cancer. Researchers have developed several 

techniques used by medics to image cancer. Computed tomography scans or CT Scans, transrectal ultrasound 

or TRUS, magnetic resonance imaging or MRI, positron emission tomography or PET, and single photon 

emission computed tomography or SPECT are some of the techniques that are commonly used nowadays [4]. 

Still, these techniques are not perfect because they have their drawbacks. CT scans expose high radiation to 

the patients, leading to DNA harm [5]. TRUS has a limitation on its low resolution and inferior contrast [6]. 

MRI often can not distinguish between benign disease and malignant tumors, which is fatal because of potential 
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false reporting [7]. PET also exposes high radiation like CT scans; even more, it has low spatial resolution and 

outrageous noise [8]. SPECT has a low spatial resolution but a high detection sensitivity [9]. 

Some research has been done prior to breast cancer imaging and classification using various methods 

such as deep learning, convolutional neural network, radiomics, transfer learning, fusion methods, and artificial 

intelligence [10]–[19] [20]–[23]. These methods are used to classify the stage of breast cancer. These methods 

train data using historical cancer images and then classify the current imaging results based on them. Although 

these are some promising techniques, those historical cance images used are images using one of the techniques 

mentioned before which still lack spatial resolution or are harmful to the patient therefore another imaging 

technique is required that can overcome these deficiencies. A better image quality resolution can lead to better 

classification and non-harmful imaging techniques will be safer for the patient. 

Terahertz (THz) imaging operates in the 0.1-10 THz frequency range of the electromagnetic spectrum 

and has proposed a solution to the drawbacks [24]. THz radiation itself has some unique characteristics. THz 

radiation is non-ionizing, non-contact, and not harmful to human cells [24]–[26]. THz imaging also produces 

better images because of its high spatial resolution. For imaging context, especially cancer imaging, THz 

imaging is believed to be safer than other techniques while maintaining its imaging quality [27]–[29]. Thus, 

this technique can be used for early cancer detection, resulting in lower morbidity and mortality rates. Some 

research has proposed several approaches to THz imaging for cancer detection, such as a pulsed terahertz 

system, probe detection, a terahertz scanning mechanism, terahertz mammography, terahertz reflect emission, 

and other various techniques [30]–[34]. Some research has been done on THz imaging to other types of cancer 

such as colon cancer, lung cancer, and even the detection of living cancer cells [35]–[38]. Regarding breast 

cancer itself, unique characteristics of THz radiation have enabled researchers to create various techniques to 

image and detect breast cancer using various techniques mention befored or novel techniques [33], [34], [39]–

[48]. Clearly, there are many approaches already regarding cancer imaging and detection prior to THz radiation 

which indicate the field of THz imaging can be explored even more to create a novel technique for better and 

more effective imaging. 

THz imaging uses a wireless electromagnetic system. This system will consist of components, with the 

antenna being one of the main actors. Some researchers have considered microstrip antenna to image breast 

cancer using FR-4 and Rogers RT5880 as their substrate material [49]–[52]. The material used in this research 

is proven to be good as a substrate material in the megahertz and gigahertz spectrum, which is expected for the 

THz region applications. The solution to this problem is the consideration of using gallium arsenide and high-

resistivity silicon as substrate material, as has been done in some studies [53]–[57]. Although it has been studied 

for the THz region, these materials have several drawbacks, such as narrow bandwidth and poor radiation 

pattern that can lead to low efficiency. Even so, these drawbacks can be minimized and overcome by using 

techniques such as surface micromachining and bulk machining so that these materials, such as silicon, can be 

used as substrate material for antennas in imaging applications. 

Several studies have examined and characterized the dielectric properties of the breast tissue affected by 

cancer [58]–[60]. Low microwave frequencies up to 50 GHz are used in these studies. It shows that the 

dielectric properties in this frequency range are quite high. Later on, the dielectric properties will be used to 

calculate the required gain, resulting in a high gain requirement for the antenna. Even so, the dielectric 

properties tend to drop as the frequency increases. Thus, this makes the idea of using THz frequency for the 

antenna possible since it likely will require lower gain. 

This study considers the translation method in the previous study to perform cancer imaging [49]. A 

different approach will use several antennas. Later, each antenna will provide imaging results in every part of 

the breast tissue without performing antenna translation. Some of these receiver antennas are horn antennas 

designed with a 5×5 array configuration to receive electromagnetic waves from the transmitter. The reason for 

using the horn antenna is its high gain. It is useful for anticipating the system's need where another type of 

microstrip antenna's gain offers a low gain. In addition, the horn antenna also has a directional radiation pattern 

and almost the same beamwidth pattern in phi = 0 degrees and phi = 90 degrees. Hence, it is good for a receiver 

even at small dimensions because this imaging requires directional antenna radiation patterns. This 5×5 

receiver array configuration will change the translational imaging mode in the previous study because the 

transmitter antenna only needs to emit electromagnetic waves once received by all receiver antennas. This 5×5 

receiver array configuration also indicates the scanning rate of this THz imaging simulation. 

The research contribution is to propose imaging breast cancer using the benefits of THz radiation for early 

cancer detection to minimize cancer risk. This research also contributes by using different imaging method and 

antenna material that is suitable for THz radiation. This research proposes a design of a microstrip antenna 

using silicon as a substrate material to replace the substrate material. It operates at a frequency of 0.312 THz. 

where this microstrip antenna acts as a transmitter in this THz imaging system. This study also designed a horn 
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antenna with a 5×5 array configuration that acts as a receiver in this THz imaging system. The microstrip 

antenna, as a transmitter, will send electromagnetic waves that will pass through the breast tissue sample model, 

which the horn antenna will then receive as a receiver. This system will consist of one transmitter antenna and 

several receiver antennas to identify and analyze the occurring phenomena. The imaging simulation results in 

the received power value are visualizations of color 2D images. By analyzing the visualized image, it can be 

discovered whether a person has breast cancer or not. If a slight tumor is present, fast and effective treatment 

can be done to prevent the condition become worse. 

 

2. METHODS  

Fig. 1 shows the flowchart regarding the steps of this research. First, the specification of the system needs 

to be determined. The specifications are the type of antenna used, the design of the breast phantom model, the 

antenna specification, and other necessary details. Second, the transmitter antenna is designed by considering 

the type and specification needed. Third, the receiver antenna is designed also by considering the type 

specification needed. Some modifications will be needed during designing both antenna. Next, the imaging 

system is designed using the antennas that are designed in the previous steps and the breast phantom model 

considered before. Then, simulation is performed to obtain the received power value which then will be 

visualized into color 2D images. Finally, the data and imaging results will be analyzed to discover the 

phenomenon that occurred by this imaging simulation. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Research Flowchart 

 

There are some considerations in choosing the location of the THz spectrum range to conduct imaging. 

One research has considered a frequency of 312 GHz to conduct thin breast tissue imaging [61]. Other groups 

in France and Germany also successfully performed breast cancer imaging in the frequency range of 300–500 

GHz [62]. Two groups have been researching THz imaging where the considered frequencies overlap at more 

than 300 GHz.  

This research considers a breast tissue model based on fat, fibrous, and tumor composition. The breast 

cancer tumor size, measured in real life, ranges from less than 1 cm to more than 5 cm [63]. The breast tissue 

model considered in this work is approximately 3 mm, which is an assumed number. The tumor lies deep inside 

the model, which is then covered by the other two layers. Fig. 2 shows the illustration of the assumed breast 

tissue model. The size and the proportion of each layer of the breast tissue model is an assumption because the 
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exact size and proportion of breast tissue cannot be defined. When a person has breast cancer, the tumor will 

consume water and sodium that surround it inside the breast tissue [64]. The tumor's content will then increase 

its dielectric properties [65]. Because of these reasons, the genuine measure and proportion of the breast tissue 

and its layer can not be perfectly defined. 

 
   

(a) (b) (c) 

 

Fig. 2. (a) Outside View of the Breast Tissue Model, (b) 0.6 mm Inside the Breast Tissue Model, (c) 1.2 mm 

Inside the Breast Tissue Model 

 

The antenna gain requirement for the design can be calculated using path loss calculation. Some 

considered losses for this condition are tissue and tumor path loss absorption [66], thermal noise on account of 

body temperature [66], air temperature noise [67], and a value of noise figure assumption [67]. Equation (1) is 

used to determine the absorption path losses [66], where 𝛼 is the coefficient for absorption, d is the thickness 

for the assumed tissue, and 𝑒 is the Euler's or natural number. Table 1 shows the summary of the total absorption 

path loss. 

 𝑃𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑠  =  10𝛼𝑑 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑒  (1) 

 

Table 1. Absorption Path Loss Calculation 
Type Absorption Coefficient [cm-1] Thickness [cm] Absorption Path Loss [dB] 

Fat 27.75 0.12 14.46 

Fibrous 67.91 0.12 35.39 

Tumor 128.27 0.6 33.42 

Total 0.3 83.27 

 

Besides the absorption path losses, thermal noise also needs to be considered. Thermal noises consist of 

two types: thermal noise of body temperature and air temperature. Equation (2) is used to determine the thermal 

noise due to body temperature by accounting for the absorption of breast tissue [66], where 𝑇𝑚𝑜𝑙 is the 

equivalent noise temperature due to tissue absorption. The parameters considered in this calculation are 310 K 

for reference temperature, 1 cm for thickness, and 312 GHz for frequency. After determining the condition, the 

calculation can be performed, resulting in 0 K for the thermal noise due to body temperature. This result implies 

that the body tissue does not cause any path loss. Equation (3) determines the thermal noise due to air 

temperature [67], where 𝑘 is the Boltzmann constant, 𝑇 is room temperature, and 𝐵 is the antenna bandwidth. 

The parameters considered in this calculation are 293 K for room temperature and 5 GHz for bandwidth. After 

the condition is determined, the calculation results in -106.94 dB for the air temperature thermal noise. Table 

2 shows the summary of the total thermal noise calculation. 

𝑇𝑚𝑜𝑙 =  𝑇0 (1 − 𝑒
4𝜋𝑓𝑑𝑘

𝑐 ) (2) 

𝑃𝑁  =  10𝑘𝑇𝐵 (3) 
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Table 2. Total Thermal Noise Calculation 
Type Temperature [K] Noise [dB] 

Human Body 0 0 

Air 293 -106.94 

Total -106.94 

 

Equation (4) is used to determine the sensitivity of the receiver antenna, where 𝑁𝐹 represents the noise 

figure parameter. The parameters considered in this calculation are 364.01 dB for total absorption loss, -106.94 

dB for thermal noise, and 1 dB for noise figure, which is an assumed number. Considering these parameters 

resulted in 258.861 dB sensitivity for the receiver antenna. Table 3 summarizes the total path loss calculation 

showing that the loss factor can significantly reduce the radiation power. Therefore, it is required to use an 

antenna with high gain to create high gain radiation. 

𝑃𝑟  =  𝑃𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑠  +  𝑁𝐹 + 𝑃𝑁 (4) 

 

Table 3. Total Path Losses 
Types Loss [dB] 

Absorption Path Loss 83.27 

Thermal Noise -106.94 

Noise Figure 1 

Total -22.66 

 

Equation (5) is used to determine the gain specification for the antenna [67], where 𝑟 is the distance of 

antennas, 𝜆 is the wavelength of the frequency, 𝑃𝑡 is the transmitter antenna's power, 𝐺𝑡 is the transmitter 

antenna's gain, and 𝐺𝑟 is the receiver antenna's gain. The parameters considered in this calculation are 6 mm 

for antenna distance, 962 μm for wavelength,  -22.66 dB for the sensitivity of the receiver antenna, and 500 

mW power for the transmitter antenna. Then, The calculation can be performed by this condition, resulting in 

an 8.15 dB required gain. 

𝑟 =  
𝜆

4𝜋
√

𝑃𝑡𝐺𝑡𝐺𝑟

𝑃𝑟

 

(5) 

The antenna also must satisfy other requirements apart from the required gain. The radiation pattern must 

be directed to zero degrees as close as possible for both horizontal and vertical beamwidth. A 5-degree 

compensation is considered for the main lobe direction. There is no standard for imaging bandwidth, so this 

work assumes a 5 GHz bandwidth. CST Microwave Studio Software is used to design, simulate and optimize 

the antenna design. 

 

2.1. Antenna Microstrip For Transmitter 

This sub-section discusses a microstrip antenna design process for the transmitter part of the system. This 

design considers the use of high-resistivity silicon with Ɛ𝑟 = 11.9. The element used as the antenna patch is 

pure copper, which is good for conductor material. Fig. 3 shows the microstrip antenna design. Table 4 shows 

the list of antenna dimensions after the parameterization process. The design shown in Fig. 3 is the final design 

after some optimization and modification, such as adding inset-fed and array antennas. The modification is 

needed to achieve the required gain and direct beamwidth, especially the main lobe, to zero degrees to 

accomplish better antenna performance. 

Fig. 4 shows the simulation results of the antenna design, which is the return loss. The figure shows that 

the antenna achieved a center frequency of 0.312 THz with -40.282 dB return loss. The bandwidth achieved 

based on the results is approximately 7.09 GHz, ranging from 0.308 to 0.315 GHz. This condition indicates 

that the antenna can operate at the desired frequency, achieve the needed bandwidth, and meet the required 

antenna specification. 

Fig. 5 – Fig. 7 show the results from the simulated antenna design. These figures represent the radiation 

pattern for horizontal planes, vertical planes and far-field patterns. The antenna has an 83.9 degrees beamwidth 

for the horizontal beamwidth plane and 29.5 degrees beamwidth for the vertical plane. Both main-lobe 

beamwidth planes are also directed at 0 degrees. This result indicates the beamwidth for both planes has 

achieved the required antenna specification. The far-field result shows that the antenna achieves a 7.09 dB 

gain. The results show that all specifications required overall have almost been met. The current modification, 
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which is the addition of the inset-fed and array technique, is proven to achieve good antenna performance. 

However, the antenna performance can still improve with further modification and optimization to achieve 

better results in the later imaging process. 

 

Table 4. Microstrip Transmitter Antenna Dimensions 
Parameters Label Size (μm) 

Patch Length Lp 165 

 Width Wp 253 

 Thickness Hp 2 

Substrate Length Ls 1670 

 Width Ws 500 

 Thickness Hs 100 

Feedline Width Wf 38 

 Length Lf 161 

Feedline 2 Width Wf2 51 

 Length Lf2 437 

Feedline 3 Width Wf3 57 

 Length Lf3 471 

Inset Fed Width Gpf 2 

 Length Fi 63 

 

 
Fig. 3. Top View of the Microstrip Antenna Design 

 

 
 Fig. 4. Return Loss Result of the Microstrip Antenna 
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 Fig. 5. The Horizontal Plane Pattern of the Microstrip Antenna 

 

 
 Fig. 6. The Vertical Pattern of the Microstrip Antenna 

 

The antenna design has met the overall specification required to work properly. The antenna beamwidth 

can be furthermore considered to achieve better imaging results [68]. A focused power propagation can be 

achieved by utilizing a small beamwidth from the antenna to achieve optimal propagation through the tissue 

model. Another issue that can be seen from the results is that the horizontal beamwidth is larger than the vertical 

beamwidth. The solution to this problem is adding more elements horizontally to minimize the horizontal 

beamwidth to improve the antenna performance. Based on the radiation pattern results, it is clear that the 

antenna has not reached its optimum gain because its total efficiency is below 0 dB, which means some power 

is trapped inside the substrate. A 0 dB efficiency is considered so the antenna can reach its potential gain and 

optimum propagation. 
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 Fig. 7. Far-Field Result of the Microstrip Antenna 

 

2.2. Antenna Horn For Receiver 

The antenna that is designed as a receiver antenna is a horn antenna. This antenna is designed using the 

horn antenna demo feature in the CST Microwave Studio software, which can automatically construct a horn 

antenna with several parameters that the author can change. The horn antenna configuration can be seen in Fig 

8. The dimensions of the horn antenna can be seen in Table 5. The dimensions listed in Table 5 are the 

dimensions after the iteration and optimization process. 

 

Table 5. Horn Receiver Antenna Dimensions 
Parameters Label Size (μm) 

Waveguide Width Ww 577 

Waveguide Height Wh 577 

Horn Length Hl 15.9 

Wall Thickness Wt 2 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 8. (a) Top View of the Horn Antenna Design, (b) Side View of the Horn Antenna 

 

Fig. 9 shows the simulation results of the antenna design, which is the return loss. The figure shows that 

the antenna achieved a center frequency of 0.312 THz with -18.187 dB return loss. This condition indicates 

that the antenna can operate at the desired frequency and meet the required antenna specification. 
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 Fig. 9. Return Loss Result of the Horn Antenna 

 

Fig. 10 – Fig.11 show the results from the antenna design that has been simulated. These figures represent 

the radiation pattern for both horizontal and vertical planes. The antenna has a 74.9 degrees beamwidth for the 

horizontal plane and 78.4 degrees for the vertical plane. This result indicates the beamwidth for both planes 

has achieved the required antenna specification. 

 

 
 Fig. 10. The Horizontal Plane Pattern of the Horn Antenna 

 

 
 Fig. 11. The Vertical Pattern of the Horn Antenna 

 

Fig. 12 shows the far-field simulation results of the proposed antenna. The results show that the antenna 

achieves a 7.68 dB gain. Overall, the horn antenna configuration met all the specifications. Later, this horn 
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antenna will also be arrayed with 5×5 components on the receiver side. Later, the total gain of the antenna will 

increase so that electromagnetic waves from the transmitter side can be received on the receiver side. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Far-Field Result of the Horn Antenna 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

THz imaging simulation design is needed to determine how the system schematic is created and executed. 

The scheme used in this study uses 1 transmitter antenna in the form of a microstrip antenna and 25 receiver 

antennas in the form of a horn antenna. The transmitter and receiver antennas are placed at a distance of 1.5 

mm from the phantom. The total distance between the transmitter and receiver is 6 mm. 

The transmitter antenna has a reactive near field at a distance of less than 1 mm, a radiating near field or 

fresnel region at a distance of 1mm to 5.8 mm, and a far field at a distance greater than 5.8 mm. As for the 

receiver antenna, each antenna has a reactive near field at a distance of less than 0.29 mm, a radiating near field 

or fresnel region at a distance of 0.29 mm to 0.74 mm, and a far-field at a distance greater than 0.74 mm. So it 

can be said that this THz imaging simulation is in the far-field region of the two antennas. This simulation will 

produce data from return loss values which will later be visualized into 2D color images. A schematic of THz 

imaging in 3D can be seen in Fig. 13. 

 

 
 Fig. 13 THz Imaging Scheme with Phantom 

 

The simulation results in this imaging are 25 power values received by each receiver antenna. Each 

received power value will represent 25 points in the imaged phantom model. All the data will then be visualized 

as a kind of heat map that is simulated and visualized. The power values received from the three components 

can be seen in Table 6. 
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Table 6. Received Power of Each Receiver Antenna 
Y\X (mm) 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4 3 

0.6 -26.513 -32.489 -55.241 -35.169 -28.733 

1.2 -25.078 -20.038 -19.571 -19.572 -24.706 

1.8 -24.008 -16.280 -17.345 -18.434 -22.619 

2.4 -25.334 -22.876 -20.536 -22.862 -25.605 

3.0 -34.392 -25.462 -50.9 -35.974 -30.478 

 

Fig. 14 shows a two-dimensional image of Terahertz imaging which is constructed from 25 power values 

received by 25 receivers. In contrast, Fig 15 shows a two-dimensional image of the phantom model that is used 

as a reference. Visually, the imaging results in this simulation have not succeeded in representing the phantom 

model well. This condition can be seen from the failure of the imaging results to distinguish the three layers 

properly. It can be seen that the red areas are quite overlapping in the middle, whereas there should be only 1 

point in the middle which is solid red, to represent the tumor. Likewise, the fibrous and fat parts surrounding 

it have not been successfully represented properly, as seen from the spread of orange on the outside, which 

should be yellow to represent fat tissue. 

 

 
 Fig. 14. Imaging Results of the THz Imaging Simulation 

 

 
 Fig. 15. Reference Results of the Phantom Model 

 

One of the causes of this poor imaging result is the result of the values at (1.8, 0.6) and at (1.8, 3) which 

are -55.241 dB and -50.9 dB, are quite far from the surrounding points, especially for points that represent fat 

tissue. The received power value, which is quite far away, creates a gap in the dB level represented by the 

color. The received power value, which is quite small at these two points, can be analyzed from the far field of 

these two points, which can be seen in Fig. 16 – Fig. 19. 
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 Fig. 16. Far-Field Results at Port Number 3 

 

 
 Fig. 17. Far-Field at Port Number 23 

 

 
 Fig. 18. Far-Field at Port Number 5 

 

 
 Fig. 19. Far-Field at Port Number 21 
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Fig. 16 – Fig. 17 represents the far-field on ports 3 and 23 at points (1.8, 0.6) and (1.8, 3), which have a 

fairly small value of received power. It can be seen in the image that the main lobe does not completely pass 

through the center of the phantom, which indicates that the tumor tissue does not completely absorb the wave, 

so the power value received is still quite small. Fig. 18 – Fig. 19 represents the far-field on ports 5 and 21, 

namely at points (0.6 , 0.6) and at (3, 3). Farfield on ports 5 and 21 was chosen in this analysis because it has 

a received power value much greater than the power value obtained on ports 3 and 23. It can be seen in the 

figure that most of the whole main lobe in the image passes through the middle compared to the main lobe on 

ports 3 & 23, which indicates that the tumor tissue almost completely absorbs the wave inside so that the 

received power value is greater than the ports 3 and 23. One of the other causes that cause this imaging result 

is not good is seen from the power value, which is quite the same in the middle. This condition is caused by 

the farfield of the transmitter antenna, which can be seen in Fig. 6. In the figure, the farfield pattern tends to be 

in the horizontal part. This condition causes the received power value to be large and centered in the middle. 

In addition, the picture shows the upper farfield pattern is quite different from the lower one. This condition 

causes a difference in the received power value between points 𝑦 = 0.6 and 1.2 and 𝑦 = 2.4 and 3. 

Compared to the related previous studies which consider antenna in the imaging system [49]–[52] a 

different approach is considered in this research. In the previous study, the system consist also with the same 

main component but with a different imaging method. Translation method is used, which is both transmitter 

and receiver antenna propagate wave and translate several distances horizontally and vertically to obtain 

receiver power value to visualize image. In this research, both transmitter and receiver antenna do not need to 

translate, instead transmitter antenna propagate wave that is received by the receiver antenna with additional 

number of receiver antenna for its spatial resolution. Between these two approaches, the previous study is more 

complicated to be implicated in real-life situation because the antenna size is very small and it will be hard to 

move the antenna freely. While this research proposes a simpler way for imaging which is more possible to be 

implemented in real life. As for the imaging results, both techniques are able to differentiate breast tissue types 

based on the received power value but still need more modification to improve their imaging results. 

Compared to actual common techniques that are used nowadays as mentioned before such as MRI, CT 

Scan, and others, some of the techniques will provide better imaging results than the current results of this 

results [69]. But in other optics, it is known that imaging using THz radiation will be safe than other current 

techniques. For the complexity of the techniques, the common techniques used nowadays are using expensive 

complicated, and massive components or equipment while the proposed techniques in this research are believed 

to be simpler and use smaller components which is possible to be implemented and will be easier to use. Despite 

that, the proposed technique needs to improve its imaging results in order to be used in real life. 

The main objective of this research is to image breast cancer model using the proposed system. The results 

indicate that this research can differentiate breast tissue type according to varying received power value data 

obtained based on the simulation. In spite of that, the imaging process has not been able to produce perfect 

imaging results that are hoped for. According to the findings, the propagated wave may cause the imperfection 

of the imaging results. Despite the other things that have not been found which can cause the imaging results, 

this proposed technique is a promising solution that can address the deficiencies of currently available 

techniques but further research needs to be done to improve its whole imaging system. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

This research has proposed a terahertz imaging system for breast cancer imaging. The system consists of 

one microstrip antenna as a transmitter, 25 horn antenna as a receiver and a breast tissue model. All antennas 

have been designed and simulated to meet the required specification. The THz imaging system has been able 

to image the breast tissue model. The image was created by visualizing the received power value from each 

receiver antenna. Received power varies from -16.280 dB to -55.241 dB, leading to different color levels 

representing the model. Analysis based on the results has been done to observe the phenomenon. This research 

can be used as a reference for further development to improve the result of this promising imaging technique. 

Improvement can be done by modifying the antenna both the transmitter and receiver so both antenna has better 

performance including their gain and radiation pattern which can lead to better image results. Imaging scheme 

details such as breast phantom model design and distance between each component of the system can be 

considered more because the actual size of the breast phantom is different for everyone and antenna placement 

can be possible done in actual conditions. 
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